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Important Information about Trading Futures
and Options on Futures
This communication is intended as a solicitation. Futures trading involves the substantial risk of loss and
is not suitable for all investors. Trading advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical
services and other sources which RJ O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not guarantee that such
information is accurate or complete and it should be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good
faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the
advice we give will result in profitable trades. All trading decisions will be made by the account holder.
Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future trading results.
When analyzing option strategies, it is important
to take into account the commission and fees
associated with making a trade. Similar to
trading futures, each contract executed in an
option strategy is charged commission and fees.
Commissions and fees from brokerage firms can
be up to $99 per round turn with the vast majority of
people paying significantly less. Your actual charges
may vary based on the service level you choose.
The two primary factors investors tend to overlook
when trading options include:

> Each contract traded is charged a commission.
This is often misinterpreted with a spread or
strategy as each contract within a spread or
strategy is charged a commission. If you trade
one bull call spread, your account would
be charged for 2 contracts rather than 1 spread.

> Customers often try to sell or collect premium
on options that are far out of the money with
the belief that they are collecting “easy money.”
The further away an option strike price is from
the current market price, the lower the value of
the option. Make sure that you are not paying
more in commission and fees than what you
are collecting. Keep in mind that until an option
expires, you do hold risk in the positions. Is the
net premium collected after paying commission
and fees worth the risk?
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Trading E-mini S&P 500 Futures Contracts
E-mini S&P 500 futures are the most popular index futures in the
world, providing traders and investors of all sizes and from all
corners of the globe with a deep and liquid market with tight bid/
ask spreads.

Traders looking for new market alternatives should
consider the advantages of thinking small using the
electronically traded E-mini S&P 500 has become
more popular in recent times than its big brother,
the S&P 500 futures. The mini version is one-fifth
the size of the standard-sized future.
Introduced in 1998, the E-mini S&P 500 futures is
equivalent to 500 shares of the S&P 500 index and
is traded on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange via
CME’s GLOBEX platform.
Although traders speculating on the futures prices
of the underlying stocks or the index as a whole
account for the lion’s share of trading volume,
the E-mini can also be used as a tool to protect
downside risk by hedging market exposure.

For example, if you have a well-diversified stock
portfolio and are concerned that a market correction
is imminent, you have two options available to
you. Firstly, you could close out all open trades
and ride out the market correction with no risk to
your capital. Or you could hedge your position by
selling the E-mini S&P 500 enabling you to balance
out your risk whilst still having the potential to earn
dividends on the cash equities in your portfolio. Of
course, you would need to balance out the number
of futures contracts traded with the total value of
your portfolio. If the market does decline, then your
short futures position may yield profits to offset
losses on your stock portfolio. And if the market
rallies, the futures position may produce losses
that can be offset by the appreciation of your stock
portfolio.
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E-mini S&P 500 Futures Specs

Contract Specifications
The E-mini contract is denoted by the “ES” ticker symbol, plus a code for expiration month and year. The
contract expires every quarter on the 3rd Friday of March, June, September and December with each
expiration month denoted by an “H”, “M”, “U” and “Z” respectively. Before the current contract expires,
trading rolls over into the next quarter’s contract on the rollover date, which is the 2nd Thursday of March,
June, September and December (when the rollover month starts on a Friday, rollover will occur on the 1st
Thursday of that month).
Of the two dates; rollover and expiry, the more important one to be aware of is the rollover date as the
majority of trading, hence volume and liquidity, moves to the next contract. It is advisable to keep a calendar
of these rollover dates to ensure you remain current.

Contract Specifications and Quarterly Rollover Dates:
Contract Month

Exchange Symbol

RJO Futures
Symbol

Roll Date

Expiry Date

Dec-19

ESZ19

EPZ9

Dec 12-2019

Dec-20-2019

Mar-20

ESH20

EPH0

Mar-12-2020

Mar-20-2020

Jun-20

ESM20

EPM0

Jun-11-2020

Jun-19-2020

Sep-20

ESU20

EPU0

Sep-10-2020

Sep-18-2020

Dec-20

ESZ20

EPZ0

Dec 10-2020

Dec 18-2020

The E-mini is cash-settled to the S&P 500 index on quarterly expirations and settled daily to the standardsized S&P 500 contracts’ counterpart settlement price.

Trading Hours
Trading is available 23.75 hours a day, 5 days a week, with the CME coming online on Sunday at 5:00 pm
(CST) and closing again on Friday at 4:00 pm. Each afternoon, Monday through Thursday, there is a brief
halt in trading from 3:15 pm to 3:30 pm.
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Margins
The initial margin requirement on E-mini S&P 500 futures contracts is $5,060 with a maintenance margin of
$4,600. These margins can change at any time based on market volatility.
In a bid to limit the amount of margin calls occurring during periods of extreme volatility, the CME
implements price limits for the E-mini. These price limits are considered by many to be a useful step to halt
trading during a market crash and is known as a “circuit breaker”.
Outside of US market hours (5:00 pm to 8:30 am CST), the up and down price limits are set at 5% of the
latest reference price of the contract. During market hours (8:30 am to 3:00 pm CST), the limit down price is
set at 7%, 13%, and 20%.
For example, the price limits for the ESM17 contract at the time of writing are as follows:
Reference Price

5% Overnight Price
Limit

7% Limit Down
Price

13% Limit Down
Price

20% Limit Down
Price

2,393

2,512 / 2,273

2,225

2,081

1,914

Affordability

Taxes

The E-mini offers greater capital efficiency
compared to using Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)
or a basket of securities. This efficiency is one of
the primary reasons that this index future has been
so successful. For example, the full cash value
of the E-mini is equal to the S&P 500 index price
* $50. In other words, if the E-mini is trading at
2,380.00, the full cash value would be $119,000/
contract (2,380.00 * $50.00).

The profits gained from trading the E-mini are
taxed at a 60/40 long-term/short-term capital gains
tax rate which, given their short-term nature, is
considered a benefit by many traders. To get a
definitive tax rate for trading the E-mini, your total
income would need to be considered. For personal
tax questions, it is advisable to seek advice from a
tax advisor.

Therefore, a trader would be able to hold $119,000
worth of stock for only $5,060/contract (initial
margin) or 4.7% of the full cash value. Additionally,
most FCMs will allow you to day trade using 50%
of the overnight margin requirement, depending on
your suitability for trading.

For personal tax questions,
it is advisable to seek advice
from a tax advisor.
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Participants in E-mini S&P 500 Futures
A wide variety of organizations, firms, and individuals trade stock
index futures contracts, ranging from large-scale institutions to
individual futures traders. They include:

Individual
Traders
Individual traders use the
futures markets to both
hedge and speculate
depending on their
personal needs and,
by doing so, provided
market liquidity which
increases market depth,
ensures tight bid/ask
spreads and reduces
slippage.

Institutions

Managed Funds

The robust volumes
printed daily and liquidity
of the E-mini make
this market ideal for
institutional traders who
are looking to place
trades for pension
funds, mutual funds,
exchange traded funds
or insurance companies.
Due to the vast sums
of money available to
institutional traders, they
often place extremely
large positions.

Managed funds can
either be managed
by a single trader or
by a team of traders.
These funds often vary
in size and can either
be publicly listed and
tradeable on the open
market or as closed
funds where the fund
manager dictates who
can invest. Due to the
liquidity of the E-mini, its
highly technical nature
of recurring technical
setups, as well as the
option to buy or short
the market, make this
a popular choice for
managed funds.

High Frequency
Trading (HFT)
Firms
High frequency trading
usually consists of a high
number of transactions
executed over very short
time frame via powerful
trading systems. These
systems take advantage
of market depth, liquidity
as well as the technical
nature of the E-mini.
Trades executed by
these systems will
usually be closed by
the end of the trading
session.
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Fundamental Economic Indicators and Reports
There are many economic indicators released by a variety of U.S.
government agencies and various private sources.

These economic indicators and reports can cause
market volatility, especially when the reported
numbers vary from what the market was expecting.
If there is one certainty in trading, it’s that the
market does not like uncertainty. As a result,
traders in the US and the rest of the world will
often observe these economic news releases with
interest and trade the resulting trends. The most
significant reports to the E-mini S&P are:

Non-Farm Payrolls (NFPs)
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ (BLS)
monthly Employment Report featuring Non-Farm
Payroll (NFP) and Unemployment rate statistics is
considered the single most significant economic
release. The NFP is so widely anticipated as
the results can have a drastic impact on how
the Federal Reserve balances inflation against
economic growth. It is released at 7:30am CST on
the first Friday of each calendar month.

Retail Sales
The retail sales report is a measure of the
total receipts of retail stores of the prior month,
published by the Census Bureau of the Commerce
Department. The figure is a useful indication of
consumer spending.

Durable Goods Orders
Durable goods orders are released monthly by the
Census Bureau of the Commerce Department. This
figure represents orders, shipments and unfilled
orders of durable goods, and is a closely watched
report for its measure of inflation.

Consumer Price Index (CPI)
CPI is compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) of the U.S. Department of Labor and
measures the average change of prices of a fixed
basket of consumer goods and services. It is a
lagging indicator to the Producer Price Index (PPI)
as prices tend to increase at the producer level
before they are passed on to the consumer. CPI
is used as a measure of inflation or deflation and
is used by the Federal Reserve to regulate fiscal
policy and the lending rate.
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Institute for Supply Management
(ISM) Index
The ISM Index is a monthly report generated
by the Institute for Supply Management in the
manufacturing sector and is considered to be
the most significant privately generated report. A
nationwide poll of purchasing managers reveals
whether the market is experiencing increased
economic activity (poll score in excess of 50%) or
contracting (poll score less than 50%).

Market participants pay attention as this
index is considered a leading indicator due
to the data being aggregated from the front
lines of a sector that has a considerable
contribution to overall economic growth.

Philadelphia Fed Index
The Index is released monthly by the Philadelphia
Federal Reserve Bank at 11:00am (CST) on the
3rd Thursday of the month. It is generated by the
regional branches of the Federal Reserve and
considered a leading indicator, as it is first to be
released and represents activity for the month in
which it is reported.

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is compiled by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), of the U.S.
Department of Commerce, and is the most wideranging measure of economic activity. The figures
are released quarterly representing activity in the
previous calendar quarter. The figures are reported
in stages – an advance announcement in the first
month of each calendar quarter representing activity
in the prior calendar quarter; a preliminary release
during the middle month of the quarter; and a final
revision during the last month of each calendar
quarter.
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Global Forces Effecting the E-mini S&P 500 Futures
Global events such as major economic reports in other nations,
particularly those that import and export U.S. goods, also have a
major impact on E-mini.

The overnight GLOBEX market tends to be sluggish, while the Asian and European trading sessions are in
progress with the E-mini often moving in sympathy with these foreign markets. If major news comes out of
any of these other regions causing the foreign markets to become volatile, then the E-mini will most often
respond by becoming volatile with volume increasing to abnormally high levels for that time of day.
Most European economic news is announced between 3am and 4am CST and is almost always a marketmoving event, and it often pays to watch the markets for reactions to European news.
Non-data examples of major effects on the E-mini are Britain’s exit from the European Union (Brexit) and
the effect of U.S. 2016 U.S. presidential election. The equity markets have made new highs, rallying for
over 100 days without a 1 % decline, on the expectation that the new government will lower tax burdens on
corporate America to spur revenues and growth.

Benefits of Trading E-mini S&P 500 Futures Contracts
The Benefits of Trading the E-mini are Wide-Reaching.
1. As it is based on an index that is in turn based on a large basket of stocks, individual stock news,
earnings, price gaps, dividend payments, IPOs etc. do not have a major effect on its price.
2. Trading is regulated with all trades being required to follow CME Clearing rules as well as the
CFTC and NFA rules.
3. It’s a fully electronic market with all market participants (including market makers) having access
to Level II data as well as bid / ask spreads; in other words, it’s a level playing field.
4. Great market depth and liquidity allows for rapid online order execution with minimal slippage and
makes it difficult to manipulate by large players.
5. No up-tick rule.
6. The large amount of algorithm trading also prevents the E-mini from major selloff events or
covering rallies.
7. The E-mini can exhibit smooth and predictable trends for extended periods.
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Popular Technical Analysis and Indicators
There are many ways to analyze and trade the E-mini.
Some traders use market internals such as the NYSE $Tick, TRIN, TIKI or VIX indicators, while others use
purely technical analysis to drive their decisions. The best choice could be to use a combination of these to
build trades with a high probability of a successful outcome.
The purest form of data on a price chart is price itself. Analyzing the highs and lows in price of the E-mini
helps to establish whether it is up-trending (buyers controlling the market) or down-trending (sellers
controlling the market). This key piece of information can help traders to align themselves with the overall
momentum and trade with the market flow.
The following are popular technical analysis techniques used by traders:

Figure 1: Long-term trends can be sustained for many months, sometimes years
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Volume
Volume is an important indicator as it identifies market interest and a measure of historical liquidity. It can be
useful to identify market participation in price moves. For example, if the E-mini breaks out to new highs on
low volume, some may read this as a lack of conviction which could signal that the break out is likely to fail.

Figure 2: Daily total volume

Moving Averages
A moving average is the sum of price for a given number of periods (which can be days, hours or minutes
depending on the timeframe of the chart been observed), divided by the number of periods. It’s a useful
indicator that can highlight trends and help to identify trend turn points when a slow-moving average is
crossed by a fast-moving average. There are a number of variations of this humble indicator, such as the
simple, exponential or weighted moving average to name but a few.
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MACD (Moving Average Convergence/Divergence)
MACD is a popular oscillating indicator that compares two moving averages and plots the difference around
the zero line. It is a useful indicator to identify overbought or oversold market conditions as well as trigger
buy and sell signals when certain conditions are met.

RSI (Relative Strength Index)
The RSI is another useful oscillating indictor that is used to calculate the relative strength of price. It is used
to identify when price is in an overbought or oversold condition, as well as to trigger buy and sell signals
when certain conditions are met.
Both MACD and RSI can identify when an established price trend is running out of momentum. For example,
if price is in a well-established up trend, but the MACD and RSI indicators have begun to trend downwards,
this could signal a potential reversal is imminent. This disagreement between the indicators and price is
known as divergence and can be interpreted by traders to unwind open trades or to look to fade the current
trend by trading in the opposite direction.

Figure 3: Moving averages, MACD and RSI
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Support and Resistance
Support and resistance levels are formed at key price points on the chart. These levels can form on the
low timeframes such as the 1 minute timeframe all the way up to the higher monthly timeframes, which can
take years to become established. These levels are usually monitored by traders for trading opportunities.
When price comes close, then certain strategies may look to trade the break, while others look to trade the
bounce.
Some traders choose to use sloping support and resistance trendlines by connecting significant lows in
a market that is making higher highs and higher lows. A bearish trendline connects significant highs in a
market that is making lower highs and lower lows. Other traders may choose to only use horizontal support
and resistance levels as these are easier to identify and can be used to establish decisive buy and sell
points within the chart.

Figure 4: Key support and resistance levels identifying future levels for opportunity
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Fibonacci Retracements
The most common Fibonacci technical “retracement” levels followed by most market participants are 23.6%,
38.2%,50%, 61.8%,100%, and 161.8%. For example, when the E-mini is up-trending and pulls back to
either the 38.2%, 50% or 61.8% level and continues in the original trend direction, then it would suggest
that it has made a normal correction. Otherwise, if it pulls back below the 61.8% level, then there is a strong
indication that a potential reversal is imminent.

Figure 5: Fibonacci retracements can be tailored to an individual trader’s preference
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Bollinger Bands
Bollinger Bands consist of a moving average that has plots of two standard deviations above and two
standard deviations below to determine overbought and oversold areas. When prices approach the
upper band, it is an indication of an overbought market and prices could soon drop. Conversely, when
price closes in on the lower band it indicates an oversold market and prices could soon rally.

Figure 6: Bollinger Bands indicating volatility on this 60 minute chart

NYSE $TICK
This indicator is a market internal as it is supplied as a data feed directly from the NYSE. It measures the
upticking stocks against the downticking stocks and plots the difference. Very bullish days will see the
indicator remain predominantly above the zero line and conversely bearish days will see the indicator reside
below the zero line. Extremes in buying and selling give key signals that a market reversal / profit taking
could be imminent. Combining indictor convergence and extremes in the TICK indicator can increase the
overall success of a fade trade.
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E-mini S&P 500 Futures Trading Strategies Trend Gap Strategy
The best E-mini trading strategies are combinations of traditional
TA tools, market internals and risk and money management
techniques. The trend gap strategy is a union of complementary
tools that is not only simple to execute, but effective for the
modern-day trader..
A well-proven trading strategy is a prerequisite for
all traders, whatever type they are, or the market
they trade. And this also applies when trading the
E-mini S&P 500 Futures.
A trading strategy is simply a set of rules that are
defined in advance. The trader should abide by
all the strategy rules before a trade is placed. A
good strategy includes the ingredients and the
instructions – the recipe – on how to place a
flawless trade. A good strategy also helps define
and trade the market characteristics that re-occur
frequently, so there is a higher probability of
success.
It is crucial to understand that a trading strategy and
technical analysis (TA), are not the same things.
However, TA is a major component of any strategy.
The list of TA tools is lengthy. They include: trend
analysis, moving averages (MAs), candlestick
patterns, support & resistance, Indicators –
convergence and divergence – and multiple
timeframe analysis. For example, intraday futures
traders could include market internals as a key
piece of information in their trading strategy.
But while TA is a large part of any strategy, there
are other vital ingredients that should also be
included. You cannot trade successfully on TA
alone. And an intrinsic part of any strategy is a
robust risk management plan.

Trend Gap Strategy
There are many good trading strategies that lend
themselves well to the E-mini S&P. A trend gap
strategy is one that is well suited to intraday trading
the shorter timeframes, and to scalping trading.
The trend gap strategy buys and sells pullbacks into
smooth flowing trending markets. It uses candles
to identify the precise trade entry and stop, and it
utilizes the NYSE $TICK indicator as an additional
indication of market momentum and direction. The
opening gaps are used to anticipate initial market
direction.

Trend Gap Strategy Rules
There should be a trending price action with the
E-mini S&P making clear higher highs and higher
lows for an uptrend and lower highs, and lower lows
for a downtrend. Having a directional bias is the first
key piece of information for a trade setup.
This trend would then need to be confirmed
by analyzing four moving averages (MAs). For
example, in an uptrend, the shorter-term10MA and
20MA, the medium-term 50MA, and the long-term
200MA, should be fanning out and in order. The
10MA and 20MA are also useful to time an entry as
price pulls back to them, as per figure 1 below.
The trade entry would be taken on a small candle
and the trade should be in the direction of the
opening market gap.
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Figure 1: Price trend and MAs confirming the uptrend

Identify the Gap
A gap in the charts is displayed as an empty space
between the close of one candlestick and the
opening of the next. Gaps are more common in
the Futures markets and hence the reason the gap
strategy is used by many Futures traders.

Gaps can provide a trading edge, but they shouldn’t
be used as the only reason to enter a trade.
However, combined with other reliable TA, they can
be useful as they are easy to identify and offer a
target – the gap close.

Figure 2: Gap identified in the direction of the trend
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$TICK Indicator
The $TICK can be used as an additional
momentum direction indicator. When the $TICK
hits an extreme reading, this can be interpreted as
a contrarian indicator, because when there are too

many buyers or sellers the market tends to correct
to find balance. Or, if a trend forms within the $TICK
reading, this can indicate continuation.
the market opened, so it is also complying with the
Gap Strategy rules.

Figure 3: The $TICK; Cumulative up ticking stocks minus those down ticking on the NYSE

Gap Strategy Example
The rules of this strategy are simple. Considering
the two chart examples below, which represent the
24-hour continuous contract and the gap chart of
the E-mini, we can check:
Is there a trending price action making clear higher
highs and higher lows for an uptrend, or lower highs
and lower lows for a downtrend? Yes, we can see
the 2-min timeframe on the 24-hour chart is trending
down, so we have a downtrend.

Is the trend confirmed by analyzing four MAs? Yes,
the MAs are coming into alignment with the 10MA
below the 20MA which is below the 50MA.
Is there a small candle? Yes, a small bearish candle
has just formed.
Are the indicators converging with price to the
downside? Yes, MACD is trending lower with price.
In addition, $TICK has been trending lower since
the market opened, so it is also complying with the
Gap Strategy rules.
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Figure 4: Trade example using the Gap Strategy

The entry would be 1 tick below
the low of the trigger candle and
the stop would be 1 tick above
the high of the trigger candle.
The target is the gap close.
Finally, refer to your risk
management plan and only use
a certain percentage of your
capital per each trade. As noted
above, robust risk management
is essential.

Figure 5: Trade Example Result
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E-mini S&P 500 Futures Trading Strategies Momentum Breakout Strategy
We have set out here the key elements of a solid trading strategy
that is perfectly suited to the E-mini S&P. The Momentum
Breakout Strategy trades in the direction of the trend, with trade
breaks only above or below flat horizontal levels. The breakout
strategy also looks for convergence on the break between price
and the MACD and RSI indicators.
The Momentum Breakout Strategy trades only
in the direction of the trend, with trade breaks
above or below flat horizontal levels. The stop
loss is placed with strong price action supporting
and protecting it. This strategy also looks for
convergence on the break between price and the
MACD and RSI indicators.

Identifying a Trend
The left chart shows an example of an uptrend
where price is making successive higher highs
and higher lows, whereas the chart on the right
shows an example of a downtrend where price is
making successive lower highs and lower lows. This
strategy follows the direction of trend either up or
down.

Figure 1: Examples of an up-trend and downtrend
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Support and Resistance
True support requires at least two touches at a
specific price point. This horizontal level should
form a floor of support. True resistance can be
defined as when the market has at least two high

touches at a specific level (within a few ticks) and
forms a ceiling.
Trading opportunities exist on the break of these
support and resistance levels, in the direction of the
prevailing trend.

Figure 2: These charts show support and resistance “touches”
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Putting it all together
If we cross-reference our momentum breakout gap
strategy rules, as in the chart in figure 3a below, we
can check:
1) Is there a trend? Yes. Price has continued
to make higher lows under the resistance level,
where price has been making equal highs.
2) Is there a flat level? Yes. There are three
separate touches at one price point, which forms
the flat level.
3) What is the trend? This price action pattern
illustrates a pattern of pressure ready for a
possible upward breakout.

Figure 3a: An example trade setting up		

4) Are the indicators convergent? Yes. The RSI
and MACD indicators are both forming a top
which, if price breaks out in the uptrend, should
look to begin to trend upwards again confirming
bullish momentum.
5) And is the stop protected and on a logical
place in the chart? Yes. The entry would be a
buy stop order 1 tick above the resistance level.
The stop loss would be 1 tick below the most
significant swing low as indicated.
The Momentum Breakout Strategy is recommended
for the higher timeframes and medium to longerterm trading.

Figure 3b: The result
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Conclusion

The E-mini S&P 500 futures market has become the world’s most popular futures market for good reasons.
It provides low margin entry into a highly liquid and cash-efficient global market. Traders can get into E-mini
index futures for approximately 5% of the full cash value of the underlying stocks.
The market is easy to access through the CME GLOBEX electronic platform and is open almost 24-hours a
day, 5 days a week.
The E-mini is a tax efficient way for traders to diversify their investment portfolio, hedge market exposer and
conveniently manage global equity exposure through one marketplace.

Contact an RJO Futures broker for more information on how to get started in this
exciting market.
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Additional Resources
Thank you for the opportunity to provide you with this educational material. Anyone can offer online trading
in online markets, but RJO Futures is not just anyone. We are specialists devoted to delivering the best
possible trading experience for our clients. Whether you want to trade on your own, tap into the experience
of our brokers or let a professional money manager make the calls, you can do it all at RJO Futures, the
premier provider of futures brokerage services.
Open an Account Easily and Quickly:
By Phone:
800-441-1616
312-373-5478

By Email:
info@rjofutures.
com

Online:
rjofutures.com/open-futures-account
rjofutures.com/open-futures-account/download-forms

RJO FuturesCast Newsletter
For a longer-term view on the markets as well as pointers on trading techniques, subscribe to RJO
FuturesCast, our free newsletter delivered to your inbox every week. You’ll read insights from our team of
professional futures brokers, whose commentary is often featured in major news media.
Click to sign up for your free RJO FuturesCast subscription today.
RJO Futures Learning Center
We believe that knowledge makes better traders. In the RJO Futures Learning Center you’ll find educational
tools for every level of experience. We offer a library of guides and articles that help you learn about futures
and options on futures from the basics to technical analytics. For an interactive experience, join us for our
regularly scheduled live webinars.
Click to visit the RJO Futures Learning Center.
RJO Futures Brokers
The RJO Futures brokers provide the experience and background to help you with your trading needs and
assist you with reaching your investment goals. We invite you to review each broker’s profile, experience and
techniques to help you select a partner that best fits your trading needs
and style.
Click to meet our team.
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RJO Futures
222 South Riverside Plaza
Suite 1200
Chicago, Illinois 60606
800-441-1616
312-373-5478
rjofutures.rjobrien.com
Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn

RJO Futures
@rjofutures
RJO Futures

Futures trading involves the substantial risk of loss and is not suitable for all investors.
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